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1. INTRODUCTION
Let L be a Riesz space (vector lattice). If x, y E L, then x is disjoint
[rom y if inf (]»], [yl)=O. In this case we write x 1- y. A set S of elements
of L is disjoint if x 1- y for every x, y in S, x¥=y.
If A is an ideal in Land n is the quotient map of L onto LjA, then
L has the lilting property with respect to A if whenever {Xl, X2, ... } is a
disjoint countable family in LjA, there exists a disjoint countable family
{yl, Y2, ... } in L such that n(Yn)=xn for n= 1,2, .... (Note that in this
paper "countable" means "countably infinite". It is easy to show that
if {Xl, X2, ... , xn} is a disjoint finite set in LjA, there exists a disjoint set
{yl, Y2, ... , Yn} in L such that n(Yk) = Xk for k = 1, 2, ... , n.) The Riesz
space L is said to have the lilting property if L has the lifting property
with respect to every ideal in L.
In 1965 D. M. TOPPING [4] asserted that every Riesz space has the
lifting property. In 1968 P. CONRAD [1] gave an example to show that
this is not true; indeed, there are Archimedean Riesz spaces not having
the lifting property. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate this
situation in more detail for the class of Archimedean Riesz spaces. In
particular in § 4 we show that for a large class of these Riesz spaces, the
Archimedean uniformly complete Riesz spaces, the spaces with the lifting
property are exactly the spaces such that every quotient space is Archi-
medean. The latter type of Riesz spaces was investigated by the author
and W. A. J. LUXEMBURG in [2].
2. TERMINOLOGY
We gather together some definitions and facts about Riesz spaces which
are needed. For additional information about Riesz spaces, the reader
is referred to [3].
An ideal A in a Riesz space L is called a a-ideal if whenever {In: n= 1,
2, ... } is a countable family in A and 1= supn In exists in L, then I EA.
The ideal A is called a band if whenever {IT: 1" ET} is an arbitrary family
in A and f= sUPTIT exists in L, then f EA. For any set S C L, S1.=
= {g E L: g 1- I for all I E S} is a band. A band A is called a projection
band if L=A EB A1..
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A Riesz space L is said to be Archimedean if 0 < u, vEL and nu < v
for n= 1,2, ... , implies u=o. The space L is said to be Dedekind a-complete
if whenever {In: n= 1,2, ... } is a countable family in Land fn<g for some
gEL and n= 1,2, ... , there exists supn fn in L. The space is said to be
Dedekind complete (Dedekind super complete) if whenever {IT: rET} is an
arbitrary non-empty set in L and for some gEL, we have i, <g for all
rET, then there exists f = SUPT [, in L (and for some finite or countable
subset '1" of '1' we have f= sup rtT: rET']).
If f E L, the principal ideal (princl:pal band) generated by f is the
smallest ideal (band) containing f. The Riesz space L is said to have the
principal projection property if every principal band is a projection band.
This last condition is equivalent to the condition that for any 0 <u, vEL
there exists Pu(v) = supn [inf (nu, v)] in L. The above properties are re-
lated as follows: Dedekind super complete ~ Dedekind complete ~
~ Dedekind a-complete --+ principal projection property --+ Archimedean;
and they are all distinct.
A sequence {In} in L is said to converge relatively uniformly to f E L,
written fn --+ f(r. u.), if there exists an element 0 <eEL with the property
that for every real r » 0 there exists an index no = no(r) such that Ifn- fl <re
for all n ;»no. A sequence {fn} is called a relative uniform Oauchy sequence
if there exists an element 0 < eEL with the property that for every real
r » 0 there exists an index no such that lin - fmI< re for all n, m ;»no. Then
L is said to be uniformly complete if every relative uniform Cauchy sequence
converges relatively uniformly to a member of L. Every Dedekind a-
complete space is uniformly complete, but an Arehimedean uniformly
complete space need not be Dedekind a-complete. A set S in L is said
to be uniformly closed if whenever {In} is a sequence in Sand t« --+ f(r. u.),
then f E S. These concepts are investigated in [2], where it is shown that
for any Riesz space L and ideal A, LjA is Arehimedean if and only if A
is uniformly closed. (Note that in [2] "uniformly complete" and "uni-
formly closed" are called, respectively, "sequentially relatively uniformly
complete" and "relatively uniformly closed".)
3. PRELIMI~ARY RESULTS
We begin with some simple observations. For a Riesz space L, L+ =
={u:O<uEL}.
Proposition 1. A Riesz space L has the lifting property with respect
to an ideal A if and only if whenever {Ut: i = 1, 2, ... } is a countable family
in L+ such that inf (Ui, uJ) E A for i, j = 1, 2, ... and i 7'= j, then there exists
a countable family {ai: i = 1, 2, ... } of positive members of A such that
ut'=Ut-at:>O for i=I,2, ... , and ut' -lu/ for i,j=I,2, ... and i7'=j.
Proposition 2. If A is a projection band in a Riesz space L, then
L has the lifting property with respect to A.
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An easy way to show that L has the lifting property with respect to A
is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let L be a Riesz space and A an ideal in L. If o<;u, v t=.L+
and inf (u, v) E A imply there exists a E A such that v' = v - a ;»° and
inf (u, v') = 0, then L has the lifting property with respect to A.
Proof. Suppose {Ui: i = I, 2, ... } C L+ and inf (Ui, Uj) E A for i, j = I,
2, ... and i of. j. Let Ul' = Ul. If i ;» 2, then by assumption for j # i there
exists aji E A such that Ui-aji;;;.O and inf (uj-aji, Uj)=O. Further, we
may assume aji;;;.O. Let ai= sup [ai: I <j<i-I] and u/ =Ui-ai for
i=2, 3, .... Then it is clear that O<Ui for i= 1,2, ... , and if i#j then
inf (ut', u/) = 0. Thus L has the lifting property with respect to A by
Proposition I.
Proposition 3. If a Riesz space L has the principal projection property
and A is a a-ideal in'L, then L has the lifting property with respect to A.
Proof. Suppose u, v E L+ and inf (u, v) EA. Then inf (nu, v) E A for
n=I, 2, ... , and a=Pu(v)= supn [inf(nu, v)] exists in L, since L has the
principal projection property. Further, a E A since A is a a-ideal. Now
v' = v - a ;»°and inf (u, v') = 0. Thus L has the lifting property with respect
to A by Lemma 1.
In particular, if L has the principal projection property and A is a
band in L, then L has the lifting property with respect to A.
4. THE LIFTING PROPERTY IN UNIFORMLY COMPLETE SPACES
Our goal in this section is to characterize, in Theorem 2, all the Archi-
medean uniformly complete Riesz spaces with the lifting property. We
begin with a technical lemma.
Lemma 2. If L is an Archimedean Riesz space, u, v E L+, and there
does not exist supn [inf (v, nu)] in Au (the principal ideal in L generated
by u), then for any positive fJ there exist w, Z E L+ such that O<;w<;v, O<;z<;v,
w .L z, W :t Bu, WE Au, and there does not exist supn [inf (z, nu)] in Au.
Proof. Let Wn= (v-nu)-= (nu-v)+,
wn = [u- (I/n)v]+ = (I/n)wn,
and
Vn,k= inf (kwn, v) for k, n= 1,2, ....
Then for a fixed n and any k, Vn,k<;Vn,nk= inf (kwn, v). Now Wn .l, (v-nu)+
and
inf(kwn,v-nu)= inf[kwn, -(v-nu)-]<;O.
Thus
inf(kwn,v)< inf(kwn+nu,v)= inf(kwn,v-nu)+nu<nu.
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Hence Vn,le<nu and Vn,le E Au for n, k= 1,2, .... Further, since wn i u, i.e.
Wn+l;;' wn for all nand supn wn = u, we have Vn.1e t inf (ku, v) for k ~ 1, 2, ....
n
(Here we use the fact that L is Archimedean.)
For some ko we have inf (kou, v) 1;; fJu. Otherwise, for an integer j;;.fJ,
if k »] then
inf (ku, v) < inf [inf (ku, v), ju] = inf (ju, v)
and SUPIe [inf (ku, v)] ~~ inf (ju, v) E Au, which contradicts our assumption.
Also, since vn,leo t inf (kou, v), there exists no such that Vno,leo 1;; fJu.
Let w=vno,leo' Then we All' O<w<v, and to 1;; fJu. Let z=(v-nou)~.
Then z .l. i7'no and so z .L w. Finally, we cannot have supn [inf (z, nu))
existing in Au, since in that case for some r<, we have inf (z, nu) <IXU for
all n. But v-nou<z. Hence V<ZI nou and
inf (v, nu)< inf (z+nou, nu)= inf [z, (n -no)u] I-nou«c<-i-no)u
for all n, which contradicts our assumption that there does not exist
supn [inf (v, nu) I in Au.
If L is uniformly complete, we can characterize principal ideals with
respect to which L has the lifting property.
Theorem 1. If L is a uniformly complete Archimedean Riesz space,
u E L+, and Au is the principal ideal generated by u, then L has the lifting
property with respect to Au if and only if Au is a projection band.
Proof. If Au is a projection band, then, as we observed in Propo-
sition 2, L has the lifting property with respect to Au.
Suppose Au is not a projection band. Then for some v E L+ there does
not exist supn [inf (nu, v)] in Au. By repeated application of Lemma 2,
we obtain a countable orthogonal set {ele: k = 1, 2, ... } of positive clements
in Au such that 0 < e»< v and ele {; k5u for k = 1, 2, .... For each k let
fJle= inf'{«: ele<IXu) and ele=(lffJle)ele. Then ele«I/k5)v and ele<u; but if
IX> 1, then IXele ~ u for k= 1,2, ....
Let N = {1, 2, ... }. Decompose N into a disjoint countable family of
countable subsets N le such that if Sic is the first member of N Ie , then
Sle < Slc+l for k = I, 2, .... Further, for each k, decompose N Ie into a disjoint
countable family of countable subsets N Ie ,1 for j = 1, 2, ....
We are going to construct a sequence {Ule} of elements of L+. For each
kEN define m(k) such that k E Nm(Ie). Let ul,le=m(k)elc for k= 1,2, ....
Since m(k)<k, we have Ul,le < kele<(1/k4)v, and since L is uniformly com-
plete, there exists Ul = sup Ie Ul,le. For r » 2, define
u; Ie= {~k2ele if k E Nj,r and j <r,
, , rele for all other k.
Then, again since L is uniformly complete, there exists ur= sup Ie Ur,le in
L for r;;.2.
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Now if r ;» 2, then
inf (Ul, ur) o-c SUPk [inf (Ul,k, Ur,k)].
If k E Ni,r and j -:r, then
inf (UI,k, Ur,k) = min (k2, j)ek<.rek.
For other k, inf (1l1,k, Ur,k) <.rek. Thus
inf(ul,k,ur,k)<.ru for all k and inf(uI,ur)<.ru.
Hence, inf (Ul, ur) E Au for r » 2. Similarly, if 2 <.rl, ra and rl + r2, then
inf (uri' Ur2) <. max (rl, r2)u and inf (urI' ur2) E Au.
Now suppose we select O<.arcAu such that ur'=u,.-ar:>O for r=l,
2, .... Then for each r there exists Tr> 0 such that a;< TrU. If ro> TI and
kENro' we have (rOek-TIU)++O since (ro/Tilek ~ u. Recalling that UI,k=
=rOek, we have
for all k E Nro' In particular, if we pick k E N ro,ro+1 such that Tro+1/k2 < TI/rO,
we have
k2(e" - (Tro+1/k2)u)+;> k2(Ck - (TI/rO)u)+ = (k2/ro)(roh - TIU)+.
This result, together with the above inequality shows that
inf(uI', U;O+l);> min (1, k2/ro)(rOek-TlU)+> 0,
and so, by Proposition 1, L fails to have the lifting property with respect
to Au.
Note that if we assume in Theorem 1 that L is Dedekind a-complete,
then we may obtain the set {ek: k = I, 2, ... } somewhat more easily by
letting wn= (v-nu)- and vn=Pw,.(v) for n= 1,2, ... , and setting ek=
=Vnk;-l -vnk for appropriate n" and k= 1,2, ....
Theorem 2. For an Archimedean Riesz space L the following statements
are equivalent.
(i) L is uniformly complete and has the lifting property.
ii) L is uniformly complete and for every U E L+ the principal ideal Au
is a projection band.
iii) L is uniformly complete and for every ideal A in L the quotient space
L/A is Archimedean.
iv) For some non-empty point set X, L is Riesz isomorphic to the Riesz
space of all real-valued functions defined on X which vanish off a finite
subset (depending on f).
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1 that i) implies ii). To see that ii)
implies i), suppose that every principal ideal in L is a projection band
10 Indagationes
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and that A is an ideal in L. If u, V E L+ and w= inf (u, v) E A, then there
exists a=suPn[inf(nw,v)] in AwCA. But then v'=v-a:;;;.O and
inf(v', u)=O. Thus by Lemma 1, L has the lifting property with respect
to A. The proof that ii) (---t iii) (---t iv) is contained in Theorems 7.1 and
7.5 in [2]. (That the condition that every principal ideal is a projection
band implies that every quotient space is Archimedean was observed by
A. C. ZAANEN in his review [5] of [2].)
5. UNIFORMLY CLOSED IDEALS
It is shown in [2] that if A is an ideal in a Riesz space L, then LjA
is Archimedean if and only if A is uniformly closed. However, even if
Lis Dedekind super complete, L need not have the lifting property with
respect to a uniformly closed ideal.
Example 1. Decompose N into a disjoint countable family of count-
able sets N k= {nk,i: i = 1, 2, ... }. Let Uo be the sequence defined by
uO(nk,i) = IJi for k, i = 1, 2, .... Let L be the ideal in 100 of all f such that
for some real T and ko E N, k > ko implies ItxNkl <; TUo, where XNk is the
characteristic function of N k. Since L is an ideal in 100 , L is Dedekind
super complete.
Now if f belongs to the principal ideal generated by Uo in L, define
p(f) = inf (T: IfI<; TUo). Let A be the ideal in L of all sequences f converging
to °such that for some ko, we have k z-k« implies tx», is in the ideal
generated by Uo and lim P(fXNk) = 0. The reader may verify that A is
A....co
a uniformly closed ideal in L.
Define Uk= XNk for k= 1,2, .... It is clear that Uk ELand inf (Uk, Uo) E A
for k= 1,2, .... Also, if 1 <;k, rand k=/=r, then inf (Uk, Ur ) = °EA. Let
O<;ai E A such that u/ =Ui-ai:;;;'O for i=O, 1,2, .... Since aoE A, for some
ko we have p(aOXNk )<; t, i.e,o
uo'(n) =uo(n) -ao(n):;;;. muo(n) > °
for all nENko' Since akoEA, we have lim ako(n) =0. But since N ko is
.. _00
infinite, there is no E N ko such that u~o(no)= 1-ako(no) > 0. Then
inf (uo', u~o)(no) = inf (uo'(no), u~(no)) > °
and inf(uo', u~»O. Thus by Proposition 1, L does not have the lifting
property with respect to A.
Recall that a positive element e in a Riesz space L is called a strong unit
if for every f E L there exists a real "C such that IfI< re.
Theorem 3. If L is a Dedekind a-complete Riesz space with a strong
unit and A is a uniformly closed ideal in L, then L has the lifting property
with respect to A.
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Proof. Suppose rut: i= 1,2, ... } is a countable family of positive
elements in L such that inf(ut,uj)EA for i,j=I,2, ... and i#j. We
shall construct 0< at E A such that ut' = Ut - at:>0 for i = 1, 2, ... and
inf (ut', u/) = 0 if i =!= j. Then by Proposition 1, L has the lifting property
with respect to A.
Define
for i,j~=I, 2, ... , where e is a strong unit in L. Let Ut,l=Ut,l and ut,j=
=Ut,j-Ut,j-l for i= 1,2, ... and j=2, 3, .... Then for each i we have
ut,j .L ut,k if j # k and Ut = sup ut,j. Further, for each i and j
1 ';;j
Ut,(> (Ijj)Pu,je) and Ut,j;;;' (IJj)Pui • j(e).
On the other hand, for any i and for [> 1,
Ut,j .L [Ut-(I/(j-l))e]+, and so, Ut,j«I/(j-l))e.
For k, i. r ;» 1 and j#r, let
1I..1r=PUi,k(1tr,k) and e~.1r=Pb~.k(e).
As we noted above, u-»> (l/k)Pu,.k(e), so
Ur;;;' Ur,k;;;' b~.k;;;' (l/k)Pb~,k(e) = (l/k)e~.k·
On the other hand,
U(> Uj,k;;;' (l/k)Puj,k(e);;;. (l/k)Pb~,k(e) = (l/k)e:,I:'
Thus O«I/k)d,.k< inf(ur,uj) and e~.kEA. But since e is a strong unit,
for some r we have 11..10';;: re and thus b~.k< r<k' So b~.k E A for r, i, k;;;. 1
and r#j. Also for r, [;» 1, k;;;.2, and r#j, we have b~.k,;;:ur,k<;,(I/(k-l))e.
Now
and br,Ie E A for r, k;» 1.
For r;;;.3, l<k<r-2, and l<j<r-2 define c~.I:=PU;.,_j_l(Ur.k) and
Cr,k= sup (c~.I:: 1<.j <;,r- k-l). As above, the elements C~.k E A and hence
the elements Cr.kEA. Now let al.k=b1,k and a2.k=b2,Ie for k=l, 2, .... If
r ;»3, let ar,k = sup (br.Ie, C.,k) for k = 1, 2, .... Then for any rand k, we
have a.,k<Ur.k and if k;;;.2, we have ar,k«I/(k-I))e. Now since L is
Dedekind a-complete, there exists a; = sup a.,k for r= 1,2, ... and since
1<;1:
A is uniformly closed, a. E A for r= 1,2, .... We have o<;,a.<ur for all r.
Define ut' =Ut-at for i= 1,2, .... For any i and k, let U;.k = Ut,Ie-at,k> O.
Then for any i and k#m we have <" .L u;.m' Also ut' = sup U;.k for
i=I,2,.... 1<;k
In order to complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that if 1 <.i «:r,
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then ut' .L u-', Indeed, we need show only that if 1 <; i <r, then u:.k .l. u;.m
for all k and m. Given that 1< i < r, let 8 = r - i. We consider three cases.
i) (k<:m): For any m we have
b-,« > b~,m = PUi.m(ur,m).
Thus u;,,,, -.l Ut,m and u;,,,, l- u:.k for k-cm,
ii) (m < k and k » s): If k > 8, then k Ii> rand
bt.«> b:,1< = PUr.k(ut.k).
Hence u:.k .L Ur.k and U;.k _L u;.m for all m < k.
iii) tm-ck and k<s): If k «:s, then 8>2 and r>3. If m-c k and k «:s,
then we have m <:r- 2. Finally, if k «:s, then i=r- 8 <; r - (k+ 1) <; r-m-1.
So
Cr•m> c~.m = PUi.r-i-l (u.,m).
Thus u;.m .L Ut,r--H. Since k<;s-l=r-i-l, we have u;.m -.l U;.k' This
completes the proof.
Even if a Riesz space L has the lifting property with respect to an
ideal A, the ideal may not satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1.
Example 2. By Theorem 3, the Riesz space Zoo has the lifting proper-
ty with respect to the ideal Co of sequences converging to O. However,
one easily sees that Co does not satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1.
6. MORE EXAMPLES
In an Archimedean Riesz space which does not have the principal
projection property, the conclusion of Proposition 3 need not hold. Indeed,
an Archimedean Riesz space need not have the lifting property with
respect to a principal ideal which is a band.
Example 3. As before, let N be the set of positive integers and
{Nk: k= 1,2, ... } be a decomposition of N into a disjoint countable family
of countable sets. In addition, for each k, let {Nk •j : j=2, 3, ... } be a
decomposition of N k into a disjoint countable family of countable sets.
Finally, let {..Ivln : n= 1,2, ... } be a disjoint countable family of countable
sets each of which is disjoint from N.
00
Let X =N U ( U M k ) . We define the following functions on X. Let
k-1
u(x) = { lin if x=n E N,0 otherwise.
Let
( kin if x=nENk ,Ul(X)= 1 if x E M I ,0 otherwise.
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Let
for k= 2,3, ....
( 1 if x=n E Nj,k for j<k,lifxEMk ,
°otherwise
Let K be the Riesz space of all real-valued functions on X, F the ideal
in K of all functions! which vanish off a finite subset (depending on f)
00
of U M k , and A the principal ideal in J{ generated by u. Let L be the
k-l
collection of all g in K of the form
n
*) g = .2 IXkUk vt 1- a,
k-l
where n is a positive integer, IXk is real for k-l, 2, ... , n, ! E F, and a E A.
One can show that for any gEL, the representation *) is unique and
that L is a Riesz subspace of K. (Indeed, if g is of the form *), then g+
is of the form
..
g+= .2 fikUkl-!+fi,
k-l
where
{ ° if IXk<; 0,();k if IXk> 0,
1EO P, and aE A.) In addition, A is a band in L. We have inf (Uk, Uj) E A
for k,j=1,2, ... and k=l=j. If O<;akEA such that Uk'=Uk-ak:>O for
k ~ 1, 2, ... , then for some integer ko, we have al <; (ko- 1)u. Thus if n E N ko'
then ul'(n) > 0. In particular, for some no E Nko,ko+l we have ako+1(no) < 1
and thus u~o+l(no»O. It follows that inf(ul', u~o+l»O. Then by Propo-
sition 1, L does not have the lifting property with respect to A. Hence,
L is an Archimedean Riesz space with a principal ideal A, which is a
band, such that L does not have the lifting property with respect to A.
Finally, we give an example of an Archimedean Riesz space with the
lifting property but not having the property that every quotient space
is Archimedean.
Example 4. Let e be the sequence e=XN and let U be the sequence
given by
u(n)= { lin if n is even,
° if n is odd.
Let F be the ideal in I" of all sequences! which vanish off a finite subset
(depending on f) of {n: n E Nand n is even}. Then one can show that
the collection L of all sequences of the form g=iXC+{JU+!, where IX and {J
arc real and! E F, is a Riesz subspace of I", Thus L is Archimedean.
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Since there does not exist Pu(e) in L, we know (Theorem 7.1 in [2]) that
L does not have the property that every quotient space is Archimedean.
However, if A is a proper ideal in L, then either A is the principal ideal
generated by u or A C F. In either case, it is easy to see that L has the
lifting property with respect to A. Thus L has the lifting property.
Duke University,
Durham, North Carolina
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